
Lightness
Considering the easiness in handling for everyday use, 
this series of bowls is particular about its lightness. 
It reduces the work load in all situations at home and 
foodservice operations.

"Re�et" means "shine/re�ection" in French. 
�e geometric pattern �ts into various dining scenes. 
It complements the dishes while having the brilliance 
and luxury peculiar to glass.

Shining Glass



Reduction of Work Load

Environmentally friendly

Light Weighting

洗う

At Home & Foodservice Operations

Compared to our conventional product "Gracieux" series (same shape and pattern as Re�et), 
the product weight has been reduced by about 20%.

Reduce the workload in all situations

Reduces the burden on transport and packing workers by reducing the average weight 
per carton by 2.64 kg (compared to "Gracieux" series)

* SDGs: Sustainable Development Goals adopted at the 2015 United Nations Summit

Transportation & Packing

Reduction of Raw Fuel Consumption Contribute to Goal 12 of the 17 international goals of SDGs

Easy to stack and tidy up Easy to hold and wash with one hand Easy to put in and out

Tidying-up Washing Storage

Raw Material Fuel

8,165（kg） 1,367（l）
*Annual
Reduction

* Compared with "Gracieux" series (As per 100,000 pieces)

Goal 12: 
Ensuring sustainable production 
and consumption form

Contributing to the sustainable management 
and e�cient use of natural resources by reducing 
raw material and fuel usage during production 
due to product weight reduction



Geometric Pattern

Variations

In order to express the light and soft shine that spreads softly from the center of the bowl, 
we dared to produce a mold using a hand-carved plaster prototype instead of 3D data.

As for the unevenness, we paid close attention so that the sponge and cloth 
would not get caught when washing the inside and the liquid would not collect 
in the groove of the pattern when serving the dish.

�e geometric pattern in which diamonds are lined up regularly was selected as a pattern 
that does not impair luxury and presence even if the wall thickness is designed to be thin 
for weight reduction. By raising the center of each diamond in a round shape, we aimed for 
a glass lens e�ect and devised a way to bring out the brilliance from a small wall thickness.

We have devised various ideas to simultaneously realize the brilliance of glass, 
the softness that complements the dishes, and the usability.

�ere is a wide range of items that can be used for salads, noodle menus, desserts, etc., 
and are useful in various dining scenes.

Calculated Brilliance

Soft Pattern

Easy to Use



REFLET is a new line speci�cally named for glassware bowls of which design concept is particular about "a gentle touch 
in your hands," considering the easiness in washing, sorting and storing in household and foodservice uses. Its simple shape 
and shining geometric patterns unique to glass can enhance Western, Asian or any other cuisine and be a best �t for a variety 
of dining scenes. In recognition of these outstanding features, REFLET won the 2019 Good Design Award.

B-35104-JAN
Tumbler
72PCS（3×24）
φ80×H68・M80　210ml
φ3⅛"×H2⅝"・M3⅛" 7oz

REFLET

P-50325-JAN
Bowl
96PCS（3×32）
φ94×H55・M94
φ3¾"×H2⅛"・M3¾" 

GOOD DESIGN AWARD

P-50322-JAN
Bowl
36PCS（3×12）
φ170×H65・M170
φ6¾"×H2½"・M6¾"

GOOD DESIGN AWARD

P-50305-JAN
Bowl
24PCS（3×8）
φ235×H45・M235
φ9¼"×H1¾"・M9¼"

GOOD DESIGN AWARD

P-50323-JAN
Bowl
48PCS（3×16）
φ124×H50・M124
φ4⅞"×H2"・M4⅞"

GOOD DESIGN AWARD

https://www.g-mark.org/award/describe/48638?locale=en


